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SIRVA’s Julian Yates explores how 
companies can develop and revise global 
relocation programmes to implement 
cost efficiencies in the current economy.

While the current economy has had 
varying effects on companies, one thing is 
consistent. Every company is looking for 
ways to trim costs to be more competitive. 
Companies are examining every area of 
their business for ways to save. Sooner or 
later, global relocation finds its way under 
the cost-cutting microscope. 

In certain relocation policies, cost sav-
ings do exist. However, global relocation 
is a delicate area, one where a slash and 
burn cost-saving strategy can be very 
harmful. Cut costs in the wrong areas and 
you can torpedo assignee satisfaction and 
put corporate objectives at risk. 

There is no silver bullet when revising 
global relocation policies to lower costs, 
because these policies vary from com-
pany to company, but there are proven 
approaches that can help you identify cost 
savings. There are more opportunities for 
savings if you offer very generous global 
relocation benefits but if you offer leaner, 
more conservative benefits, these savings 
might be harder to find.

Know What You Are Spending
The first step in identifying relocation 
cost savings is to determine what you’re 
spending. This might seem obvious, but 
can be difficult given the many compo-
nents involved in an international assign-
ment and significant variations depending 
on factors such as home/host locations 
and family size. 

Adding to the challenge is that some 
companies focus instead on reducing 
relocation provider management fees, 
which often account for less than 1% of 
total costs.

Management fees are simply the amount 
a relocation provider charges a client to 
manage the outsourcing of relocation serv-
ices to multiple third-party suppliers. 

The third-party supplier costs provide 
the biggest opportunity to reduce spend 
along with overgenerous policy provisions 
that may have been retained by the com-
pany from a different relocation era.

Once you understand your spend and 
the services you receive for it, you should 

benchmark your global relocation policies to 
determine how your programme com-
pares to that of your competitors. By 
benchmarking your relocation policies 
against your competitors’ policies, you 
can better understand where to make 
policy changes and still be competitive 
in your industry. Cut too much and your 
competitors will look more attractive to 
current or potential employees. 

Many companies are not aware of what 
their competitors provide to assignees. 
Your relocation provider can generate this 
data based on the relocation practices they 
provide to other companies. Your reloca-
tion provider can also furnish examples 
of industry benchmarking, for example, 
which industries tend to offer generous 
relocation benefits. You can use this infor-
mation to establish a foundation from 
which to revise current policies. 

Areas that Offer the Most 
Saving
The pie chart (below) illustrates the 
spend breakout on a typical interna-
tional assignment.  Assessing your costs 
in the significant spend areas should lead 
to greater savings.  

Tax liability: A company’s tax liability 
often offers the greatest savings opportunity. 
The benefits you provide for assignees during 
a relocation are potentially subject to tax (in 
the home or host country). Before making 

any policy changes, work closely with your 
tax adviser to ensure you are compliant with 
the tax laws in the home and host country 
and are being tax efficient. Understanding 
your tax liability can be difficult, as tax laws 
vary around the world, but by working with 
your tax advisor you can better ensure pro-
gramme efficiency. 

Implementing tax efficiencies can pro-
vide large savings without any impact or 
disruption to the assignee.   

Housing (host country): Housing is 
another area that represents a significant 
opportunity for saving. Housing accom-
modations, especially those in expatriate 
communities, are expensive. Carefully 
consider if the standard and size of hous-
ing being provided is appropriate.  A small 
change or tightening of control can have a 
substantial impact on cost. 

Education: Education is a concern 
for assignees relocating with their chil-
dren. International schools are expensive.  
Understand that this can be a sensitive 
component as the alternative is the local 
school system, which often presents com-
munication and cultural challenges for 
children. However, it is worth reviewing 
current practices to assess whether there 
are home/host combinations where the 
local school system may be appropriate. 

Household goods shipping: Shipping 
household goods is often a part of relo-
cation. Review your policy to determine 
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how shipment allowances are calculated. 
Some policies define shipments by weight, 
while others define shipments by the 
number or size of the shipping containers. 
Many assignees take more than they use 
or need. Consider lowering the household 
goods weight limitations so assignees are 
more careful with what they ship to their 
host location. 

You should also conduct a spend 
analysis to determine if it is more cost 
effective to rent a storage facility in the 
home country than to pay to ship cer-
tain items overseas. 

Home leave: Home leave (a visit to 
the home location at least once a year) is 
a common provision in most relocation 
policies. Travel costs can be expensive, but 
there are several ways to lower these costs 
without penalising the assignee. Review 
your policy to assess who is travelling first 
class. A senior executive and family might 
expect to travel in first class when return-
ing home but the same might not be true 
for other assignees. 

Aside from setting limitations on first, 
business, or economy class, consider pro-
viding assignees with a home leave allow-
ance instead of reimbursing them for the 
travel cost. When assignees have an allow-
ance to purchase their own airfare, they 
tend to be more frugal. 

Temporary living: Relocations take 
time, and assignees can end up in tempo-
rary living for weeks while awaiting the 
arrival of their household goods. While 
you can’t do much to reduce the number 
of days in temporary living, you can still 
control the expense by offering assignees 
temporary living allowances instead of 
reimbursements. Assignees are then likely 
to stay in less expensive accommodations.  

Other Policy Changes to 
Consider 
In addition to examining the above areas, 
there are several other ways you can revise 
global relocation policies to reduce costs. 
Depending on your company culture, 
one option is to remove the one-size-
fits-all policy process. In certain circum-
stances, senior executives, who might be 
needed on assignment to run a new office, 
should receive greater relocation benefits 
than a mid-level engineer assisting with a 
smaller-scale project. 

Similarly, consider segmenting benefits 
based on need. If you need a particular 
assignee to relocate because they are criti-
cal to a project’s success, then consider 
extending more generous benefits than 

to those volunteering for an international 
assignment because they want global 
experience.  

Before segmenting benefits, it is 
important to analyse your company cul-
ture and determine whether this strategy 
would be a fit. 

As previously mentioned, empower-
ing assignees to make their own financial 
decisions (through the use of an allow-
ance instead of a reimbursement) can lead 
to lower relocation costs for the company 
and more money in the assignee’s pocket. 
Allowances give the assignee a broader 
selection and their choices better align 
with what is best for their family. For 
example, for home location maintenance, 
a snow removal reimbursement is great 
for an assignee from Minneapolis but 
unnecessary for an assignee in Phoenix, 
who would prefer assistance with pool 
maintenance.

A lump sum allowance can cover costs 
for temporary living, cost of living allow-
ances, utilities, home location vehicle sale, 
vehicle allowance in the host location, 
miscellaneous expenses, spousal assistance 
and more.

Mistakes to Avoid
Revising global relocation policies to 
lower costs is a delicate exercise. If you cut 
too much or change policies to include 
unpopular benefits, you can reduce 
assignee satisfaction and dissuade high-
value candidates from joining your team. 

Reducing policy components for cur-
rent assignees can be a challenge as you 
are impacting expenditures or standards 
that they are committed to. For example, 
reducing their housing allowance could 
impact them financially as they are already 
committed to a long lease.  Best practice is 
to apply changes for future assignees and 
to grandfather the components for cur-
rent assignees.

Slashing certain benefits, such as des-
tination services, requires the assignee to 
take on a greater burden, as opposed to 
having in-country assistance. When they 
have to do more themselves, assignees 
have less time to dedicate to their new 
assignment, the main reason for the relo-
cation. Shifting the burden to assignees 
can decrease assignee satisfaction in their 
new role, which can lead to failed assign-
ments. It could also encourage an assignee 
who you have heavily invested in to leave 
the company upon returning to their 
home country.  

There are several traps you can fall into 

when creating or revising global relocation 
policies. One of the biggest mistakes is 
allowing too many exceptions. Assignees 
usually want something extra or different. 
While exceptions should be extended on 
occasion; they should not be the norm 
and should not be extended without first 
determining their true cost. 

Exceptions also have the ability to 
gather momentum. Extend an exception 
to one assignee, and other assignees will 
expect the same exception. 

You also can make cuts to the wrong 
benefits. Reducing or eliminating benefits 
such as cross-cultural training or destina-
tion services has a significant impact on 
assignees depending on these services to 
begin the assignment effectively. And it 
saves your company little, as these are tradi-
tionally less expensive than other benefits. 

Make Smart Decisions or Pay 
the Price
Relocating assignees where you need 
them (and keeping assignees satisfied in 
the process) is integral to a company’s suc-
cess. The economic downturn has created 
a greater emphasis on cost saving, but 
companies shouldn’t sacrifice the current 
quality and objectives of their mobility 
policy in a knee-jerk reaction. 

Conduct a cost analysis to truly under-
stand the various components in your 
relocation programme, benchmark your 
policies to similar companies in your 
industry, and then look for areas where 
you can save without effecting assignee 
satisfaction or corporate objectives. 

By using this proven approach to lower 
global relocation costs, you can identify 
savings and create a more competitive 
mobility programme in the process.
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